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June 25, 2020

Ms. Julia Dale
Michigan Department of Attorney General
Assistant Attorney General
Corporate Oversight Division
Dear Ms. Dale:
This letter is Legacy DMC's ninth annual report (the "Report") concerning VHS of Michigan
Inc.'s ("VHS", doing business as Detroit Medical Center) compliance with certain post-closing
covenants set forth in the Restated Purchase and Sale Agreement, dated December 31, 2010 (the
"PSA"), by which various subsidiaries of Vanguard Health Systems, Inc. ("Vanguard"),
including VHS, acquired the assets of The Detroit Medical Center and its affiliated hospital
entities.
This Report is divided into three sections:
•

Section I provides a brief summary of the factual background supporting this Report;

•

Section II discusses VHS's compliance with the covenants Legacy DMC is required to
report on under the Monitoring and Compliance Agreement (the "Monitoring

Agreement") entered into between the Michigan Department of Attorney General (the
"Attorney General"), Legacy DMC, VHS and Vanguard; and
•

Section III addresses additional concerns of Legacy DMC that do not arise from its
obligations as the contractual monitor under the Monitoring Agreement, but rather from
its role as: (i) a party to the PSA; (ii) the surviving entity that represents the corporate
continuation of The Detroit Medical Center; and (iii) a member of the Detroit
community, all of which make Legacy DMC concerned with VHS's compliance with its
other commitments and its general performance.

Given the critical importance of the Detroit Medical Center hospital system to the health care
safety net for both the City of Detroit and its surrounding areas, Legacy DMC looks forward to
discussing the findings in this report with the Attorney General and all other interested stakeholders.
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SECTION I: FACTUAL BACKGROUND

In 2010, various subsidiaries of the Tennessee-based, for-profit corporation, Vanguard, including
VHS, entered into the PSA by which they acquired the assets of the not-for profit corporation,
The Detroit Medical Center, including Children's Hospital of Michigan, Harper-Hutzel Hospital,
Huron Valley Hospital, Detroit Receiving Hospital and University Health Center, Rehabilitation
Institute, and Sinai Hospital of Greater Detroit (collectively, the "Hospitals") - institutions that
help comprise the critical health care safety net for the City of Detroit.
Article 12 of the PSA (Attachment 1) sets forth 20 Post-Closing Covenants with which VHS is
required to comply. These Post-Closing Covenants include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indigent and low income care (Art. 12.2);
Commitments to maintain the Hospital and provide core services (Art. 12.3);
Mandatory capital expenditures (Art. 12.4);
No sale of hospitals (Art. 12.7);
Commitments to DMC's education mission (Art. 12.8);
Commitments to DMC's research mission (Art. 12.9);
Health and wellness initiatives (Art. 12.11);
Commitments to support Project Genesis (an employment/internship program)
(Art. 12.13)
Operation of Detroit-based system (Art. 12.14);
Opportunity to present proposals regarding national support centers (Art. 12.15);
and
Annual reporting requirements (Art. 12.17)

As a condition to its approval of the transactions contemplated by the PSA, the Attorney General
identified certain of VHS's Post-Closing Covenants that are "of importance to the public and
require special protection." Given the importance of these commitments, the Attorney General
further concluded that Legacy DMC "must have the appropriate and necessary resources to
monitor, evaluate, and, if necessary, enforce [VHS's] compliance with certain Post-Closing
Covenants for a period of not less than ten years." To address this concern, the Attorney
General, Legacy DMC, VHS and Vanguard entered into the Monitoring Agreement, which
requires, in part, that Legacy DMC "diligently monitor" and produce annual reports on VHS's
compliance with its contractual covenants regarding: (i) indigent and low income care; (ii)
maintaining the hospitals and core services; (iii) capital expenditures; (iv) sale of the hospitals;
(v) Detroit-based systems; (vi) national support centers; and (vii) annual reporting requirements
(the "Required Reporting Commitments").
Legacy DMC arose from these transactions as the continuation of the nonprofit corporation that
previously held the Hospital assets. Under the Monitoring Agreement, Legacy DMC's Board of
Trustees (the "Board") includes appointees of the City of Detroit Mayor, Wayne County
Executive, and Attorney General. The remaining Trustees are continuing members of the Detroit
Medical Center Board of Trustees who were chosen from "representatives of the business
community, physicians, and individuals with hospital administration, charity care advocacy, or
other public health experience and whose interests and abilities will enable them to contribute to
the fulfillment of the purposes of Legacy DMC." (Monitoring Agreement §4.E.) A list of the
Trustees is included as Attachment 2.
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During 2013, Dallas-based, for-profit corporation, Tenet Healthcare Corp. ("Tenet"), purchased
Vanguard, including VHS. Tenet subsequently acknowledged its obligation to fulfill the
commitments established in the PSA, including certain of its post-transaction covenants, as a
condition of that sale.
Pursuant to Section 12.17 of the PSA, for a period of six (6) years after the closing of the PSA,
VHS was required to report to Legacy DMC with regard to VHS's compliance with its capital
expenditure commitments. Similarly, Section 12.17 of the PSA also required VHS to provide
Legacy DMC annually, for a period of ten (10) years, "a written report that describes in
reasonable detail and demonstrates [VHS's] performance under and compliance with [VHS's
other Post-Closing Covenants]."
In addition, pursuant to Section 3.B.ii of the Monitoring Agreement, VHS is required to
"promptly provide Legacy DMC with such additional information prepared by [VHS] in the
ordinary course of business the DMC reasonably requests."
Utilizing this information, and other information obtained by the Legacy DMC staff, the Legacy
DMC Board then is required to publish its findings to the public.
On May 30, 2019, Legacy DMC submitted its previous annual compliance report to the Attorney
General (the "2018 Annual Report") and subsequently published it to the public. In its 2018
Annual Report, Legacy DMC discussed its findings regarding VHS's compliance with the PSA
and the Required Reporting Commitments, noting that:
Legacy has made numerous requests over the years for DMC to provide
detailed information on its spending in support of the hospitals' "historic
research mission". Such detailed information has not been provided.
However, on May 29th, two days ago, DMC sent an email to Legacy
containing additional information on research activity and research
funding. . . . It does not appear that the contents of the email adequately
respond to Legacy's requests for detailed financial data, particularly
comparative data as to VHS' s annual out of pocket research expenditures
since the sale to VHS. Absent such meaningful financial information and for
reasons set forth later in this report, Legacy lacks sufficient information and
therefore can only conclude that DMC has not complied with its commitment
to support its "historic research mission".
Similarly, DMC has not provided requested information on the annual
requests and approved budgets for capital investment in each of the six
hospitals. Again, this failure causes Legacy to conclude that the level of
capital spending since 2015 has fallen below the level needed to preserve the
facility and equipment improvements achieved since that date and that the
requested information, if provided - particularly unapproved requests - would
enable Legacy to determine the approximate size of the shortfall. ...
VHS' s representatives initiated a coordinated advertising campaign, both before and after
Legacy DMC's 2018 Annual Report, including billboards, full-page newspaper advertisements,
and letters stating that Legacy DMC's conclusions in the 2018 Annual Report were incorrect and
touting VHS's investment in Detroit. Legacy DMC advised VHS that certain of its public
statements were incorrectly presented as Legacy DMC's statements.
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Legacy DMC and VHS subsequently engaged in numerous communications regarding both
Legacy DMC's findings and the scope of its monitoring and reporting authority. Legacy DMC
stood by, and continues to stand by, its findings and its mission to monitor and report on VHS's
·
compliance with its contractual obligations.
In an effort to cause Legacy DMC to withdraw its findings and to challenge the scope of Legacy
DMC's permissible monitoring and reporting authority, VHS initiated a facilitation process
pursuant to the PSA's dispute resolution provisions before attorney Gene J. Esshaki as facilitator.
Following this facilitation, Legacy DMC continued to request information and documentation
from VHS. For example, on February 21, 2020, Legacy DMC provided VHS with a written list
of its current areas of concern, which largely mirror the issues addressed in Section III of this
Report, requesting VHS' s views as well as documentation and information on those issues.
However, while some of the requested information was provided, VHS failed to provide
information and documents that Legacy DMC considers critical to allowing it to effectively
analyze VHS's compliance with its contractual obligations under the PSA.
VHS submitted an initial version of its annual report for the year ending December 31, 2019 to
Legacy DMC on March 13, 2020, a date that included a two-week extension provided at VHS's
request.
VHS's CEO - Dr. Audrey Gregory - and other VHS executives met by conference call with the
Legacy DMC Board on March 25, 2020 to discuss that initial report. After this call, Legacy
DMC reiterated its request for documentation and information and welcomed either additional
discussions with VHS or supplementation ofVHS's annual report.
VHS subsequently submitted its final version of its 2019 annual report on April 10, 2020 (the
"2019 VHS Report"). The 2019 VHS Report included an expanded discussion of VHS's
compliance with the covenant regarding indigent care, but was otherwise essentially unchanged
from the initial version of its report.
SECTION II: COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIRED REPORTING COMMITMENTS

As discussed above, Legacy DMC is required under the Monitoring Agreement to monitor and
report on VHS' s compliance with the seven Required Reporting Commitments under the PSA.
Based on the information obtained by Legacy DMC from VHS and as a result of Legacy DMC's
monitoring efforts, Legacy DMC believes that VHS is in compliance with six of the Required
Reporting Commitments. However, Legacy DMC cannot report that VHS is in compliance with
its general reporting obligations under Article 12.17 of the PSA, as Legacy DMC believes that
the 2019 VHS Report is insufficient to meet the requirements of the PSA.
While this Section concludes that VHS is in compliance with most of the minimum requirements
under the PSA, Section III will discuss other concerns which, though falling outside of Legacy's
specific monitoring and reporting obligations under the Monitoring Agreement, are nevertheless
troublesome performance trends that concern Legacy DMC as a party to the PSA and a member
of the Detroit community.
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Indigent and Low Income Care (PSA Art. 12.2)

Legacy DMC believes that this is the most important covenant and recognizes that the Hospitals
provide critical "safety net" medical care in the City of Detroit. Legacy DMC has established
various methods to monitor VHS' s compliance.
Pursuant to Section 12.2 of the PSA, VHS is required to adhere to "the more charitable and
benevolent" of: (i) the historic, pre-sale, charity care policy of The Detroit Medical Center or (ii)
Vanguard's corporate-wide charity care policy in place as of June 10, 2010. VHS also is
required to prominently display on its website and at the hospitals: (i) the availability of financial
assistance; (ii) the availability of assistance in applying for Medicaid coverage; (iii) the
availability of patient-care ombudsmen, hotlines, and other mechanisms to help resolve payment
and treatment issues; (iv) the patients' rights and all currently available survey results in
accordance with applicable regulations; and (v) its debt collection policy.
The 2019 VHS Report states that VHS has complied with its obligations under Section 12.2 of
the PSA by continuing to adhere to the Vanguard Health System charity policy. Legacy DMC
has confirmed continuation of the appropriate policy. It maintains a hotline to receive patient
concerns about denial of care. Notice boards with hotline information are posted in 80 locations
in the Hospitals. During 2019, Legacy DMC received no actionable complaints regarding denial
of service.
Legacy DMC notes the 2019 VHS Report's discussion of the substantial reduction in
uncompensated care expense realized as a result of the Affordable Care Act and the Healthy
Michigan program. Uncompensated care expense combines charity care and bad debt
expense and the term is used by CMS in Medicare and Medicaid policies and
procedures. Legacy monitors uncompensated care expense as a key metric in its
review of costs incurred in treating low income and indigent patients. These costs
increased slightly in 2019. Legacy DMC also reviews reports of Medicaid patient visits and days
and Medicaid billings as a percent of VHS revenue. These reports show consistent volumes of

activity.
Based on available information, Legacy DMC believes that VHS is in compliance with its
contractual commitments to indigent and low income care, as that commitment is set forth in the
PSA.
VHS and Legacy DMC will soon be required to "negotiate in good faith ... to determine whether
Buyer [VHS] should extend its commitment to provide charity care" ... after the tenth
anniversary of the Closing Date (PSA Art. 12.2). Legacy DMC looks forward to this discussion.
Maintaining the Hospitals and Providing Core Services (Art. 12.3)

Legacy DMC believes, based on available information, that VHS currently is in compliance with
its contractual commitments to maintain the DMC hospitals and provide core services, as those
commitments are set forth in the PSA.
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Section 12.3(a) of the PSA requires VHS to "maintain each of the Hospitals as a general acute
care hospital licensed in the State of Michigan, or as a rehabilitation hospital licensed in the State
of Michigan in the case of Rehabilitation Hospital of Michigan." Similarly, under section
12.3(b) of the PSA, VHS is required to "provide at each Hospital, at a minimum, those services
described [in a separate schedule] for such Hospital." To the extent that VHS cannot provide
those services (detailed in Attachment 3), VHS is required to use commercially reasonable
efforts to remedy the facts and circumstances precluding their provision.
The 2019 VHS Report confirms that VHS has met its contractual commitments to maintain the
six Hospitals and their lines of service, at least to the extent required in the PSA. The 2019 VHS
Report also reports that the Hospitals passed all regulatory examinations and audits last year and
are in good standing with all relevant authorities.
Legacy DMC contacted the Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs to review
the Hospital inspections for 2019 and has no basis to dispute VHS's assertions.
Mandatory capital expenditures (Art. 12.4)

VHS's mandatory capital expenditure obligations under Article 12.4 of the PSA have expired.
Legacy DMC will address its concerns with VHS's capital expenditures generally in Section III,
below.
No sale of hospitals (Art 12. 7)

Based on Tenet's recent sales of hospitals in Chicago and Philadelphia and another pending sale
in Memphis, Legacy DMC had raised this covenant with Tenet and expressed concern about a
possible sale of all or part of the Detroit Medical Center after Legacy DMC's oversight ends in
December 2020. In response, the 2019 VHS Report included the following statement:
"DMC's parent, Tenet Healthcare Corporation, continually assesses each of
its assets in an effort to best serve the communities in which it operates and its
obligations to its shareholders. The circumstances giving rise to recent
transactions are unique to those situations and should not give rise to any
inference regarding the future of the DMC or Tenet's commitment to the
DMC, its missions or the Detroit community."
While VHS is in compliance with its contractual commitment not to sell or otherwise transfer all
of the assets constituting one or more of the Hospitals, in light of Tenet's recent sales of urban
hospital systems, Legacy DMC remains concerned about Tenet's continuing commitment to
retain the Hospitals after the expiration of the PSA.
Operation o[Detroit-based system (Art. 12.14)

VHS currently is in compliance with its contractual commitment to operate the Hospitals as a
Detroit-based system and to maintain its regional headquarters in Detroit, Michigan.
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National support centers (Art. 12.15)

Legacy DMC believes, based on the available information, that VHS currently is in compliance
with its contractual commitment to provide the City of Detroit with a full opportunity to present
proposals for being a national center for system support services should Vanguard choose to
establish such a center.
Annual reporting requirements (Art. 12.17)

Although the 2019 VHS Report discusses each of VHS's Post-Closing Commitments for which
VHS is required to provide an annual report under Article 12.17 of the PSA, the 2019 VHS
Report is insufficient, in Legacy DMC's opinion, to meet the requirements of the PSA.
Article 12.17(b) of the PSA requires that VHS provide "a written report that describes in
reasonable detail and demonstrates [VHS's] performance under and compliance with the
covenants of [VHS] contained in Sections 12.2, 12.3, 12.5, 12.7, 12.8, 12.9, 12.10, 12.11, 12.12,
12.13, 12.14, 12.15 and 12.16, to the extent any such covenants continue in effect during such
ten year period."
To the extent that Article l 2.17(b) of the PSA merely required VHS to describe actions that it
has taken with regard to each of its Post-Closing Covenants, the 2019 VHS Report certainly
would meet that requirement. Indeed, Legacy DMC appreciates and applauds VHS for the
numerous accomplishments and accolades referenced by VHS in the 2019 VHS Report.
However, because the PSA requires VHS's report to "demonstrate" its compliance with its PostClosing Covenants, Legacy DMC cannot conclude that the 2019 VHS Report actually
"demonstrates" VHS's compliance with all of the relevant Post-Closing Covenants based upon
its review of that Report.
For example, with regard to "demonstrating" the VHS's commitment to The Detroit Medical
Center's historic research mission (Art. 12.9), the 2019 VHS Report provides a list of active
research projects and related publications (2019 VHS Report at 11). However, VHS fails to
document the amount of its actual financial investment in support of these efforts or provide a
comparison to the amounts spent on research prior to the Vanguard purchase.
Without these details, Legacy DMC does not believe that VHS has demonstrated its compliance
with the DMC's historic research commitments.
Legacy DMC has been requesting specific research spending information from VHS for years.
Moreover, after receiving the initial draft of the 2019 VHS Report, Legacy DMC again requested
that VHS supplement its report to address Legacy DMC's concerns regarding the insufficiency
of VHS's reporting. Legacy DMC has included with this Report as Attachment 4, the list of
documents and information requested from VHS. However, VHS failed to supplement its report,
except with regard to indigent care, and VHS rebuffed Legacy DMC's request for additional
information, suggesting that it was outside the scope of Legacy DMC's monitoring obligations.
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SECTION III: CONCERNS WITH VHS'S PERFORMANCE

In this section of the Report, Legacy DMC details its concerns with VHS's performance of those
Post-Closing Covenants that are not included in the Required Reporting Commitments. Legacy
DMC details these concerns separately here because VHS has maintained that Legacy DMC's
discussion of VHS's Post-Closing Covenants, other than with regard to the Required Reporting
Commitments, falls outside Legacy DMC's role under the Monitoring Agreement. Therefore, to
be clear, Legacy DMC expresses these concerns based solely upon its role as: (i) a party to the
PSA; (ii) the surviving entity that represents the corporate continuation of DMC; and (iii) a
member of the Detroit community.
Concerns Regarding Indigent Care

Legacy DMC supports VHS's commitment to indigent care; as noted earlier, it believes that this
is its most important mission in this community. However, Legacy DMC remains concerned
about the impact on the indigent of VHS's continuing staff reductions, diminished investment
levels, and questions about its support of education and research discussed below, including and
especially its recent decision to bar certain WSU physicians from seeing patients at CHM.
Concerns Regarding VHS's Commitment to Education and Research
Loss of Neurosurgery Residency Program/Cancellation of Resident Physicians Increase

VHS's assertion in the 2019 VHS Report that "DMC's historic commitment to graduate medical
education (GME) has never wavered" (2019 VHS Report at 8) appears inconsistent with actual
practice.
The 2019 VHS Report fails to note that the American College of Graduate Medical Education
("ACGME") actually terminated the accreditation of the DMC neurosurgery residence program
as of June 30, 2020, and that this program apparently cannot be re-established for two years.
Legacy DMC is concerned that the 2019 VHS Report fails to note and provide an explanation for
this termination, instead referencing the ACGME's commendation of DMC's programs from
2018 and simply stating that it believed that its neurosurgery program was "strong."
Similarly, the 2019 VHS Report does not mention VHS's apparent decision not to fill 79
residency spaces. In March 2019, VHS executives made a presentation to the Legacy DMC
board in which they announced an increase of 79 resident positions as well as a much needed
increase to resident salaries. VHS's 2018 annual report discussed these actions, leading Legacy
DMC to report that there were "several positive education developments" at that time. Legacy
DMC now has learned that the announced increase of 79 residency positions - the basis for last
year's positive report - has been reversed. VHS's failure to even mention, let alone provide an
explanation for, this fundamental change in its 2019 VHS Report, raises additional questions
about its commitment to the education mission.
Medical Staffing Changes at Children's Hospital of Michigan

Since issuance of the 2019 VHS Report, it has come to our Board's attention that VHS will be
restricting certain Wayne State University physicians' access to Children's Hospital of Michigan
("CHM"). Specifically, email correspondence we have obtained and multiple news articles
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indicate that VHS will no longer allow pediatricians affiliated with the Wayne State University
School of Medicine Pediatric Department (Wayne Pediatrics) the ability to admit or treat even
their own patients at CHM.
Legacy DMC is concerned that VHS's action, in apparently enforcing an exclusivity agreement
that restricts the ability of certain physicians to practice pediatric medicine at CHM, calls into
question VHS's continuing compliance with several of its Post-Closing Covenants. The
restriction of privileges to WSU pediatric faculty may have educational implications, as it could
reduce the learning opportunities of WSU students in medicine and clinical research.
As this issue has only recently arisen, Legacy DMC intends to continue to monitor and report
upon this development and its impact upon VHS's contractual performance under the PSA.
Research Funding and Support

As noted in Section II, Legacy DMC has repeatedly sought information and documentation from
VHS quantifying its research spending levels so that Legacy DMC can compare them to historic
levels of support. Despite these requests, VHS has failed to provide the requested information,
instead suggesting that it is irrelevant.
According to the 2019 VHS Report, VHS complies with its commitment to support DMC's
historic research mission by, among other things, serving as the "clinical site for the performance
of services" and incurring "unfunded expense approaching $1 million for the provision of
administrative support to the clinical research effort." (2019 VHS Report at 10-11.)
However, without documentation confirming VHS's actual funding commitments, Legacy DMC
cannot confirm that VHS actually has met its commitment to research, as opposed to simply
taking advantage of an increase in research-oriented activities predominantly done by WSU
academic physicians practicing at the Hospitals. Moreover, Legacy DMC has received
numerous complaints from stakeholders, reporting that VHS' s support for the research mission
has declined significantly. As a result of VHS's refusal to provide requested information,
Legacy DMC is unable to verify the accuracy of these complaints, but considers them to be
concerrung.
While Legacy DMC applauds the apparent increase in research studies undertaken by Hospitalaffiliated physicians and staff, Legacy DMC does not agree that data concerning this increase
provides a satisfactory substitute for documentation of VHS's actual research expenditures.
VHS's refusal to provide this documentation thus is of continuing concern to Legacy DMC.
Status as an Academic Medical Center

Another issue closely aligned with Legacy DMC's concern about both education and research is
the absence of discussion in the 2019 VHS Report of the DMC's ranking as an academic medical
center. Several previous VHS annual reports stated that it was VHS' s goal to be ranked as a "top
15 academic medical center" in response to Legacy DMC requests for information regarding
VHS's commitment to supporting the historical education and research missions. While "Top
15" was perhaps unrealistically ambitious, this type of goal is widely recognized as a foundation
for improving healthcare organizations. No meaningful information or plans to achieve this
objective have been provided in the 2019 VHS Report, and recent developments, including the
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cancellation of the planned increase in resident physician positions and the realignment of
CHM's academic faculty to Central Michigan University's medical campus (CMU) - which is
100 miles from Midtown Detroit, are not consistent with VHS attaining this previously-stated
objective.
The PSA included the education and research covenants to ensure that the DMC would continue
its role in maintaining the academic character of medical care provided by its Hospitals and
benefit from that reputation as it recruits a high-quality staff to serve the citizens of Detroit.
Legacy DMC is concerned that VHS's silence on this admirable objective reflects a de-emphasis
that will eventually affect its reputation and performance adversely.
In summary, the four issues listed above raise serious questions regarding VHS's commitment to
the DMC's historic educational and medical research missions. This is especially concerning as
Legacy DMC believes there to be an inextricable link between the quality of medical education
and the level of active research. Indeed, VHS recognizes this link, noting with approval that its
increase in research studies "is particularly meaningful in light of the decline in the number of
faculty members at WSU who hold medical staff membership at Detroit Medical Center
hospitals." (2019 VHS Report at 10.)
Concerns Regarding VHS 's Capital Expenditures

Legacy DMC acknowledges that VHS has exceeded the mm1mum capital expenditure
commitment required under the PSA. However, Legacy DMC has repeatedly noted in its prior
reports that VHS's routine capital expenditures have, since 2016, fallen below $50 million
annually.
The parties to the PSA agreed that annual routine capital expenditures should average $70
million for the first five years following the closing of the PSA. Legacy DMC believes that the
parties understood that this amount was necessary to maintain high quality health care services,
to preserve the significant improvements to the Hospitals secured as part of the 2010 sale, and to
maintain the Hospitals' competitive position in the Detroit market, and they further understood
that this level of capital expenditures would be necessary to attract the best physicians to work
and do research at the Hospitals.
Moreover, Legacy DMC believes that any decrease in VHS's continuing routine capital
expenditures below $70 million is especially significant, because, in prior periods, approximately
$40 million in routine capital expenditures was diverted from the six-Hospital system to build a
new Children's Hospital facility in Troy. Therefore, Legacy DMC believes that VHS should be
increasing routine capital expenditures to meet any deficit resulting from that prior expenditure
rather than decreasing those expenditures over time.
In addition, while the 2019 VHS Report suggests that VHS' s routine capital expenditures are
sufficient, based upon the provision of a list of hospital equipment purchases (2019 VHS Report,
Exh. C), VHS does not provide data showing the amount spent on this equipment. Without this
information, which was requested by Legacy DMC, it is not feasible to compare VHS's spending
to hospital industry benchmarks.
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CONCLUSION

Legacy DMC believes, based on the 2019 VHS Report (Attachment 5) and Legacy DMC's
monitoring activities, that VHS is in compliance with most of its Post-Closing Covenants.
However, Legacy DMC's concerns regarding VHS's continued future success have grown since
prior years' reports. Recent media coverage of the DMC on many of the issues addressed in this
Report has been negative. In addition, the pandemic has severely affected Detroit and Wayne
County. Although its effect on VHS and its facilities and operations will be unclear for some
time, several nurses at Sinai Grace Hospital have recently filed a lawsuit alleging inadequate
staffing and equipment, which Legacy DMC will monitor closely. Legacy DMC is concerned
that VHS' s focus on compliance with its commitments may be lessening as we approach the end
of Legacy DMC's monitoring and reporting obligations.
Legacy DMC is concerned with VHS's recent record with respect to the level of its capital
expenditures, which Legacy DMC believes is inextricably tied to VHS's ability to both provide
quality care for the indigent and meet its education and research commitments. Indeed, as noted
here and in previous reports, Legacy DMC continues to believe that VHS's annual capital
investment since 2015 remains at or below the low end of the acceptable range for the existing
Hospitals, which also jeopardizes the Hospitals' ability to sustain the initial facility and
equipment improvements.
Moreover, Legacy DMC is concerned that the loss of the robust affiliation between VHS and the
Hospitals and Wayne State University Medical School may diminish the Hospitals' status as a
vibrant academic medical center in Detroit, which is necessary to bring the best doctors to
Detroit and to educate the clinical professions so critical to this area's prosperity. Indeed, even if
CMU provides as strong an academic educational system as WSU, its Saginaw medical campus
is still located far from the City of Detroit. Both the fact that VHS is now restricting WSU
faculty from access to CHM and Tenet's recent sales of urban hospital systems, support Legacy
DMC's concern about the depth and longevity of Tenet's and VHS's ability to serve properly
the people of Detroit,

As Legacy DMC enters into its final contractual monitoring and reporting period, it will continue
to work with Tenet's and VHS's executives to support high quality health care services at the
Hospitals, to preserve the significant improvements to the Hospitals secured as part of the 2010
sale, and to improve the Hospitals' competitive position in the Detroit market, which is necessary
to attract the best physicians to work and do research at the Hospitals. It will also continue its
efforts to obtain detailed information from VHS necessary to complete its oversight role.
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Attachment 1
ARTICLE 12
POST-CLOSING COVENANTS OF BUYER
12.1 Buyer Advisory Board; Hospital Advisory Board.
(a) As of Closing, VHS of Michigan shall establish an Advisory Board (the "VHS Michigan
Advisory Board") which shall be comprised of up to 11 members, a majority of whom shall be
appointed by VHS of Michigan and the remainder of whom shall be appointed by DMC. Subject
to the overall control and direction of the board of directors of VHS of Michigan, the VHS
Michigan Advisory Board will oversee the conduct of the business of the Hospitals and the
Hospital Businesses after Closing, will nominate members for each of the Hospital Advisory
Boards, and will report to, and generally provide advice and make recommendations to, VHS of
Michigan concerning the conduct of the business of the Hospitals, the Hospital Businesses, and
the operating and capital budgets thereof. DM C may remove, with or without cause, any
individual appointed by DMC to the VHS Michigan Advisory Board. VHS of Michigan may
remove, with or without cause, any individual appointed by VHS of Michigan to the VHS
Michigan Advisory Board. If, as a result of death, disability, retirement, resignation, removal or
otherwise, there shall exist any vacancy on the VHS Michigan Advisory Board, the Person
entitled under this Section 12.1 (a) to appoint such individual whose death, disability, retirement,
resignation or removal resulted in such vacancy may appoint another individual to fill such
capacity and serve as a member of the VHS Michigan Advisory Board. As of Closing, the VHS
Michigan Advisory Board shall adopt bylaws that more precisely articulate the relationship
between VHS of Michigan and the VHS Michigan Advisory Board and that govern its internal
structure, activities and meetings (including the frequency thereof) that are in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to DMC and VHS of Michigan. The VHS Michigan Advisory Board will
remain in existence for a period of at least ten years.
(b) Immediately after the Closing, the members of the current executive management team of
Seller (comprising for this purpose the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Operating Officer, the
Chief Financial Officer, the Chief Nursing Officer, the Chief Legal Officer and the Chief
Medical Officer ofDMC and the President of each of the Hospitals), who accept Buyer's offer of
employment pursuant to Section 6.3(a), will be employed to manage the Hospitals and the
Hospital Businesses in such respective capacities, subject to the terms of any applicable
employment agreement and the authority of the applicable Buyer's board of directors.
(c) As soon as practicable following Closing, VHS of Michigan, acting in concert with or
through the VHS Michigan Advisory Board, will appoint and maintain separate advisory boards
for each of the Hospitals (each, a "Hospital Advisory Board"). Subject to applicable Legal
Requirements, each Hospital Advisory Board will advise the Hospital with which it is associated
on quality assurance and accreditation matters. In its advisory capacity, each Hospital Advisory
Board shall also review and advise Buyer on management's recommended capital and
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operational budgets for the Hospital with which it is associated. The membership of each initial
Hospital Advisory Board shall be agreed upon by Buyer and Seller on or prior to the Closing
Date.

12.2 Indigent and Low Income Care. Buyer acknowledges that the Hospitals have
historically provided significant levels of care for indigent and low-income patients and have
also provided care through a variety of community-based health programs. For at least ten years
after the Closing, Buyer will adhere to the more charitable and benevolent of: (a) Seller's
historic charity care policy, a copy of which is attached as Schedule 12.2; or (b) Vanguard's
corporate-wide charity care policy in place on June 10, 2010, Reference No.11-0801 as revised
January 23, 2009, titled "Charity Care Financial Assistance, and Billing & Collection Policies
for Uninsured Patients", a copy of which is attached as Schedule 12.2-a, as such corporate-wide
charity care policy may be amended from time to time. Upon request of Seller at any time
during the 180 day period prior to the tenth anniversary of the Closing Date, Buyer and Seller
shall negotiate in good faith prior to the tenth anniversary of the Closing Date to determine
whether Buyer should extend its commitment to provide charity care at the Hospitals as set forth
above in Section 12.2(a) or 12.2(b), it being understood that such negotiations shall be limited in
scope to the extension of the provision of charity care policy at the Hospitals as set forth above
in Section 12.2(a) or 12.2(b) after the tenth anniversary of the Closing Date. During such time
as this Section 12.2 is in effect, Buyer shall prominently publish on its website and prominently
publicize at the Hospitals: (i) the availability of financial assistance to uninsured and
underinsured patients on terms at least as generous as the applicable charity care policy, (ii) the
availability of assistance in applying for Medicaid coverage, (iii) the availability of access to a
patient-care ombudsman, a patient-care hotline, and other measures to facilitate resolution of
billing and treatment issues, (iv) the patients' rights and all current publicly available survey
results in accordance with state and federal regulations and (v) its debt-collection policy, which
shall comport with all federal and state collection practices laws.
12.3 Commitments to Maintain the Hospitals and Provide Core Services.
(a) For at least ten years from and after the Closing Date and unless otherwise agreed by Seller,
Buyer shall maintain each of the Hospitals as a general acute care hospital licensed in the State
of Michigan, or as a re habilitation hospital licensed in the State of Michigan in the case of
Rehabilitation Hospital of Michigan. The Parties acknowledge that the Hospitals provide a large
share of the State of Michigan's graduate medical education and care to beneficiaries of the
Medicaid program and to the uninsured. Reductions in state or federal funding and
reimbursement that apply proportionately to the Hospitals and all other general acute care
hospitals in the State of Michigan shall not constitute a basis for Buyer to request approval from
Seller to close any Hospital. The Parties also acknowledge that this provision is not intended to
preclude Buyer from requesting approval from Seller to close a Hospital in the event of
discriminatory reductions in state or federal funding and reimbursement for graduate medical
education or services provided to beneficiaries of the Medicaid program or to the uninsured.
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Reductions in state or federal funding and reimbursement to the Hospitals that are materially
disproportionate to reductions in funding and reimbursement to all other general acute care
hospitals in the State of Michigan and that cause one or more of the Hospitals to suffer material
declines in EBITDA, shall constitute a basis for Buyer to request the approval of Seller to close
such affected Hospitals, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Upon such time as
Buyer, if at all, is permitted to cease maintaining the operation of any Hospital prior to the date
which is ten years from and after the Closing Date, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary
contained in this Agreement, once Buyer has initiated the process of c easing the operation of
such Hospital, Buyer shall be relieved of its obligations under each of Sections 12.1, 12.2, 12.3,
12.4 and 12.7, but in each case only with respect to such Hospital.

(b) For at least ten years from and after the Closing Date and unless otherwise agreed by Seller,
Buyer shall provide at each Hospital, at a minimum, those services described on Schedule 12.3
for such Hospital (the "Core Services"). Notwithstanding the foregoing, if as a consequence of
any facts or circumstances that are in existence or occur prior to Closing, Buyer is not able to
provide a Core Service after Closing, Buyer shall be relieved of its obligation to provide such
Core Service until such time as the facts or circumstances that prevent Buyer from providing
such Core Services have been remedied by Buyer. Buyer shall use Commercially Reasonable
Efforts to remedy any such facts and circumstances as soon as reasonably practicable after
Closing (but only to the extent such remedy is economically feasible, as determined in the good
faith reasonable discretion of Buyer). Additionally, if a casualty has occurred prior to Closing
which has not been fully repaired as of the Closing Date that prevents Seller from providing a
Core Service, Buyer shall not be obligated to provide such Core Service until such time as Buyer
has repaired the casualty (but only to the extent such repair is economically feasible, as
determined in the good faith reasonable discretion of Buyer) that prevents Buyer from providing
such Core Service after Closing. Buyer shall use Commercially Reasonable Efforts to repair any
such casualty as soon as reasonably practicable after Closing (but only to the extent such repair is
economically feasible, as determined in the good faith reasonable opinion of Seller).
12.4 Capital Expenditures.
(a) During the five year period immediately following the Closing Date, Buyer shall make
routine capital expenditures in respect of the Hospital Businesses in an average amount of at
least $70,000,000 per year, but not less than $50,000,000 in the first year after Closing, and not
less than $50,000,000 on average per year for each of the next four years thereafter taking into
consideration all routine capital expenditures made by Buyer in all prior years since Closing, and
in the amount of at least $350,000,000 in the aggregate over that period. For purposes of this
Section 12.4(a), routine capital expenditures shall include (i) capital expenditures for any capital
project that is not a Specified Capital Project, (ii) capital expenditures made pursuant to Section
12.4(b) in excess of the CapEx Commitment (but only to the extent that all Specified Capital
Projects have been completed), and (iii) capital expenditures described in Section 12.4(f), but
shall exclude (iv) capital expenditures for Specified Capital Projects and (v) capital expenditures
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for capital projects that are in progress as of the Closing Date and that are identified on Schedule
12.4. Additionally and for purposes of this Agreement, the term "capital expenditure" shall
mean an expenditure which is required to be capitalized in accordance with generally accepted
accounting procedures as applied in the United States.
(b) In addition to Buyer's obligations under Section 12.4(a), (i) during the five year period
immediately following the Closing Date Buyer will Expend funds for the Specified Capital
Projects in the aggregate amount of at least $500,000,000 (the "CapEx Commitment"), and (ii)
as of each anniversary of the Closing Date, Buyer will have Expended not less than the
Anniversary Date CapEx Commitment required to be so Expended by such date. Schedule 12.4
sets forth ( 1) Seller's current estimated cost of each Specified Capital Project described therein,
(2) the anticipated time schedule for the commencement and completion of each Specified
Capital Project, and (3) the estimated amount of capital to be Expended by Buyer on each
Specified Capital Project. Buyer will in good faith undertake and diligently pursue to
completion each of the Specified Capital Projects within the time schedule for such project
specified on Schedule 12.4 . Buyer may make modifications to a Specified Capital Project that
constitute more than a ten percent reduction in the scope of, or a $5,000,000 reduction in, such
Specified Capital Project, in each case, only with the consent of DMC, other than modifications
that expand the scope of a Specified Capital Project; provided, however, DMC's approval of any
requested modification to a Specified Capital Project shall not result in a reduction of Buyer's
overall $500,000,000 CapEx Commitment. In the event that Buyer requests reduction in the
scope of a Specified Capital Project by more than ten percent in order for such project to be
completed on the budget for such project set forth on Schedule 12.4, Buyer and DMC shall
reasonably and in good faith determine the manner in which such project is to be completed.
Buyer shall have no obligation to Expend more than $500,000,000 in the aggregate for all of the
Specified Capital Projects. The amount of any capital expenditures made by Buyer to an
Affiliate of Buyer shall not be included in any determinations of whether Buyer has satisfied its
obligations under Sections 12.4(a) or 12.4(b).
(c) Subject to Force Majeure, if at the end of any CapEx Year after Closing other than the fifth
CapEx Year Buyer has failed to Expend the Anniversary Date CapEx Commitment required to
have been Expended at the end of such CapEx Year, then within 30 Business Days after the
expiration of such CapEx Year, Buyer will deliver to the Escrow Agent by wire transfer of
immediately available funds an amount equal to the CapEx Shortfall as of the end of such CapEx
Year. Pursuant to the terms and conditions of an escrow agreement that is in form and substance
satisfactory to each of Seller and Buyer in its good faith reasonable discretion (the "CapEx
Shortfall Escrow Agreement"), the Escrow Agent shall thereafter disburse such funds solely for
the purpose of funding capital Expended by Buyer in respect of the Specified Capital Projects.
(d) Within 30 Business Days after the expiration of the fifth CapEx Year after Closing, subject
to Force Majeure, Buyer will deliver to the Escrow Agent by wire transfer of immediately
available funds an amount, if any, equal to (i) the CapEx Commitment minus (ii) the aggregate
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amount of capital Expended by Buyer pursuant to Section 12.4(b) during the five CapEx Years
after Closing (including amounts disbursed by the Escrow Agent pursuant to the CapEx
Shortfall Escrow Agreement to fund capital expenditures for Specified Capital Projects), minus
(iii) any funds held by the Escrow Agent pursuant to the CapEx Shortfall Escrow Agreement (or
otherwise held in an escrow account with an escrow agent and pursuant to an escrow agreement,
each of which is reasonably satisfactory to Seller and Buyer, which escrow has been restricted
for use only for the CapEx Commitment) as of the end of the fifth CapEx Year. Subject to
Section 12.4(e), the Escrow Agent shall thereafter disburse such funds solely for the purpose of
funding capital Expended by Buyer for the Specified Capital Projects, so long as Buyer is
diligently pursuing in good faith the construction and completion of any Specified Capital
Projects which had not yet been completed as of the end of the fifth CapEx Year after Closing.
(e) On the sixth anniversary of the Closing Date, subject to Force Majeure, the Escrow Agent
shall continue to retain all funds held by the Escrow Agent up to (but not in excess of)
$50,000,000 and shall disburse such funds solely for the purpose of funding capital Expended by
Buyer for the Children's Hospital tower project, so long as Buyer is diligently pursuing in good
faith the construction and completion of the Specified Capital Project constituting the Children's
Hospital tower, and, subject to Section 12.4 (f), shall immediately disburse all funds held by the
Escrow Agent in excess of $50,000,000 to the order ofDMC. On the seventh anniversary of the
Closing Date, subject to Section 12.4 (f), the Escrow Agent shall immediately disburse all
remaining funds held by the Escrow Agent to the order of DMC. Additionally and
notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in the event that Buyer ceases to diligently
pursue in good faith the construction and completion of any Specified Capital Project after the
expiration of the fifth CapEx Year, the Escrow Agent shall disburse all funds held for such
Specified Capital Project pursuant to the CapEx Shortfall Escrow Agreement, together with any
earnings thereon, to the order of DMC. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained
in this Agreement, upon DMC's receipt of all remaining funds held by Escrow Agent, Buyer
shall have no further obligations under Sections 12.4(b) through 12.4(f) (other than any of such
obligations that are in dispute on such date) and, to the extent it remains outstanding, the Warrant
Certificate shall be immediately returned to Vanguard and immediately cancelled.
(t) If, prior to the date the Escrow Agent is required to disburse any funds to the order of DMC
pursuant to Section 12.4(e), Buyer completes all of the Specified Capital Projects but has not
fully Expended the CapEx Commitment, then notwithstanding the provisions of Section 12.4(e),
Escrow Agent shall retain all funds held by the Escrow Agent and shall disburse such funds
solely for the purpose of funding capital Expended by Buyer for additional capital projects or
capital expenditures recommended by Buyer and approved by Seller in its good faith reasonable
discretion, until all such funds are fully Expended.
(g) The CapEx Shortfall Escrow Agreement shall provide that the Escrow Agent shall invest all
funds held pursuant to the CapEx Shortfall Escrow Agreement in investments described in the
CapEx Shortfall Escrow Agreement pursuant to the instructions of Buyer. All earnings on funds
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held by the Escrow Agent shall be disbursed to the Party to whom such funds are disbursed.
Buyer shall pay all cost s and expenses of the Escrow Agent.
(h) At Closing and as collateral to secure Buyer's CapEx Commitment described in Section
12.4(b), Vanguard will deliver to the Escrow Agent (without any consideration from DMC) a
warrant certificate in substantially the form of Exhibit A (the "Warrant Certificate") providing
for a warrant issuable to DMC to purchase 400,000 shares of common stock of Vanguard. From
and after the Closing Date and until such time as the Warrant has been exercised or the Warrant
Certificate has been cancelled in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, Vanguard shall
deliver to DMC all valuations of Vanguard prepared by the Independent Appraiser, or such other
valuation expert as may be retained by Vanguard in place of the Independent Appraiser, within
ten Business Days after their delivery to Vanguard. The Escrow Agent shall hold and disburse
the Warrant Certificate pursuant to the terms of Section 12.5 and an escrow agreement that is in
form and substance satisfactory to each ofDMC and Vanguard in its good faith reasonable
discretion (the "Warrant Escrow Agreement").

(i) In the event of discriminatory reductions in state or federal funding and reimbursement for
graduate medical education or services provided to beneficiaries of the Medicaid program or to
the uninsured that are applicable to the Hospitals, that are materially disproportionate to
reductions in such funding and reimbursement to all other general acute care hospitals in the
State of Michigan and that cause one or more of the Hospitals to suffer material declines in
EBITDA, and Buyer provides Seller written notice thereof, notwithstanding any provision to the
contrary contained in this Section 12.4 or in Sections 1.1 or 12.5, without further action of the
Parties: (i) the Anniversary Date CapEx Commitment shall be modified so that such
commitment is (A) $400,000,000 as of the fifth anniversary of the Closing Date, (B)
$480,000,000 as of the sixth anniversary of the Closing Date and (C) $500,000,000 as of the
seventh anniversary of the Closing Date, but without any change or modification to the
obligation of Buyer to Expend funds in accordance with Sections 12.4(b) and (c) in the first four
CapEx Years after Closing; (ii) the "five year period" described in Section 12.4 (b) shall
thereafter be interpreted to mean the period ending upon the expiration of the seventh CapEx
Year; (iii) references in each of Sections 12.4 (c), 12.4 (d) and 12.5 to the "fifth CapEx Year"
where it appears therein shall be references to the "seventh CapEx Year;" (iv) the reference to
the "five CapEx Years after Closing" in Section 12.4 (d) where it appears therein shall be
references to the "seven CapEx Years after Closing;" (v) Section 12.4 (e) shall no longer be
applicable (other than the last sentence thereof); (vi) on December 31, 2017, the Escrow Agent
shall disburse all funds held by the Escrow Agent pursuant to the CapEx Shortfall Escrow
Agreement, together with all earnings thereon, to the order ofDMC; and (vii) the anticipated
time schedule for undertaking each Specified Capital Project shall be deemed to be extended to
take into consideration the additional period of time within which Buyer has to Expend the full
amount of the CapEx Commitment.
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12.5 The Warrant.
(a) At Closing, Vanguard shall deliver to the Escrow Agent an initial Warrant Certificate for the
Warrant. Within 30 Business Days after the expiration of each CapEx Year after the Closing
Date, up to and including the date which is 30 Business Days after the expiration of the fifth
CapEx Year after the Closing, Vanguard may deliver to the Escrow Agent a new Warrant
Certificate (in exchange for the return of any Warrant Certificate previously delivered to the
Escrow Agent) for a warrant issued to DMC to purchase a number of shares of common stock of
Vanguard equal to the product of the Warrant Shares and the Remaining CapEx Ratio as of the
expiration of the applicable CapEx Year after the Closing (the "Adjusted Warrant Shares") with
an exercise price of $.01 per share. At such time as the amount of the Adjusted Warrant Shares
equals zero, Vanguard shall provide notice thereof to Escrow Agent and Escrow Agent shall
immediately return to Vanguard any Warrant Certificate previously delivered to the Escrow
Agent. Upon DMC's receipt of the Warrant Certificate, Buyer shall be relieved of its
obligations under Sections 12.4(b) through 12.4(f) to the extent of the then value of the shares
understood that such determination shall be made as of the date ofDMC's receipt of the Warrant
Certificate, and shall not be subject to further adjustment, including as a result of any subsequent
change in the valuation of Vanguard's common stock), based on the valuation of Vanguard's
common stock prepared by the Independent Appraise r as of the date of the exercise of the
Warrant, which appraisal shall be obtained by Vanguard, at its sole cost and expense, within a
reasonable period of time after the date the Warrant is exercised. If such value of the shares of
common stock upon exercise of the Warrant is greater than the Remaining CapEx Commitment,
DMC shall surrender to Vanguard, after exercise, a number of shares of common stock of
Vanguard having an aggregate value equal to the value of the common stock in excess of the
Remaining CapEx Commitment (it being understood that such determination shall be made as of
the date of DMC's receipt of the Warrant Certificate, and shall not be subject to further
adjustment, including as a result of any subsequent change in the valuation of Vanguard's

common stock).

(b) If Buyer shall fail at any time to timely deposit any required CapEx Shortfall amounts with
the Escrow Agent (provided that Buyer has not otherwise deposited cash amounts in an escrow
account with an escrow agent and pursuant to an escrow agreement, each of which is reasonably
satisfactory to DMC, Buyer and Vanguard, which escrow account has been restricted for use
only for the CapEx Commitment, which cash amounts equal or exceed the amounts which were
required to have been so deposited to satisfy any CapEx Shortfall), then, after 30 days notice of
such default to Vanguard by Seller, and subject to Vanguard's failure to cure such default during
such 30-day period (each a "CapEx Shortfall Default"), DMC shall be entitled to obtain from
the Escrow Agent the Warrant Certificate then in the possession of the Escrow Agent and the
Warrant Shares or Adjusted Warrant Shares, as applicable, shall be immediately exercisable in
accordance with the terms of the Warrant Certificate upon DMC's receipt of such Warrant
Certificate.
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(c) Provided that Buyer has deposited any required CapEx Shortfall with the Escrow Agent (or
Buyer has otherwise deposited cash amounts in an escrow account with an escrow agent and
pursuant to an escrow agreement, each of which is reasonably satisfactory to DMC, Buyer and
Vanguard, which escrow has been restricted for use only for the CapEx Commitment, which
cash amounts equal or exceed the amounts which were required to have been so deposited to
satisfy any CapEx Shortfall), if Vanguard should wish to consummate an initial public offering
of its common stock at any time while the Warrant Certificate remains outstanding (whether the
Warrant Certificate is then held by Escrow Agent or DMC), in order to provide for the
cancellation of the Warrant Certificate to facilitate such initial public offering, then at any time
after Vanguard files its S-1 Registration Statement with the SEC, but prior to its initial public
offering of its common stock: (i) Vanguard may, but is not required to, deliver to the Escrow
Agent or DMC (in exchange for the Warrant Certificate then in the possession of the Escrow
Agent or DMC, which Warrant Certificate shall be immediately cancelled) a subordinated
unsecured promissory note in substantially the form of Exhibit B payable to DMC in a principal
amount equal to the Remaining CapEx Commitment at such time (the "Note"), and the principal
amount of such Note shall be automatically reduced on a continuous basis by the amount of any
reduction in the Remaining CapEx Commitment; or (ii) DMC and Vanguard shall enter into such
other satisfactory arrangements in respect of cancellation of the Warrant Certificate as shall be
agreed to by DM C and Vanguard, in their sole discretion.
(d) In the event Vanguard delivers the Note in exchange for the Warrant Certificate as set forth
in Section 12.5(c), the Escrow Agent shall release the Note to DMC upon the occurrence of a
CapEx Shortfall Default; provided that upon a CapEx Shortfall Default, the Note shall be in
default upon delivery thereof to DMC (the "Note Delivery Date"). The Note will accrue interest
from and after the date of the CapEx Shortfall Default at a market rate of interest for debt of its
kind, with payment terms to be determined on the Note Delivery Date so as not to cause
Vanguard to default under its then principal credit agreement or any indenture relating to debt
securities that are publicly -held or are traded in the Rule 144A market. Notwithstanding any
provision to the contrary contained in this Agreement, upon DMC's receipt of the Note, Buyer
shall have no further obligations under Sections 12.4(b) through 12.4(f).

(e) In the event the Warrant Certificate remains outstanding on the date which is 60 Business
Days after the expiration of the fifth CapEx Year after the Closing, the Warrant Certificate then
in the possession of the Escrow Agent shall be delivered to DMC and shall be immediately
exercisable in accordance with the terms of the Warrant Certificate upon DMC's receipt of such
Warrant Certificate; provided, however, in the event Buyer has fully complied with its
obligations set forth in Section 12.4(e) and in the first sentence of Section 12.4(d), the Warrant
Certificate shall be of no force or effect, shall immediately be returned to Vanguard and
immediately cancelled.
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12.6 Retention of Medical Staff. As of the Closing, Buyer shall permit all members of the
Hospitals' medical staffs, whether active, honorary, temporary or otherwise, to retain their
current medical staff appointments until the expiration of their current appointments. The
foregoing will not limit the ability of Buyer's board of directors or Buyer's medical executive
committee to suspend medical staff appointments or clinical privileges in accordance with the
terms and provisions of the medical staff bylaws of Buyer. From and after Closing, Buyer will
work with the medical staffs of the Hospitals to evaluate, and where feasible, pursue
opportunities for medical staff/clinical integration where doing so offers opportunities for
advancement in quality and cost-effectiveness of care.
12. 7 No Sale of Hospitals. For at least ten years from and after the Closing Date and without
the consent of Seller, Buyer shall not, directly or indirectly, sell or otherwise transfer all or
substantially all of the assets constituting one or more of the Hospitals or all or substantially all
of Buyer's equity interest in any Subsidiary of Buyer that owns one or more of the Hospitals to
any Person, other than in connection with a transfer to a Permitted Transferee. Nothing in this
Section shall limit or impair the ability of Buyer (a) to operate and conduct the business of the
Hospitals as Buyer sees fit in its sole discretion, subject to its obligations in this Agreement or
(b) to sell any assets or property comprising any of the Hospitals so long as Buyer continues to
maintain each Hospital as a general acute care hospital that provides the Core Services required
to be provided by such Hospital, all as required by Section 12.3.
12.8 Commitment to Education Mission. After Closing, Buyer is committed to supporting
fully Seller's historic education mission for undergraduate and graduate medical education,
nursing education, and allied health services education.
12.9 Commitment to Research Mission. Buyer is committed to supporting Seller's historic
research mission. To this end and as of Closing, Buyer will assume Seller's obligations and
commitment to Wayne State University pertaining to Wayne State University's arrangements

with the National Institutes of Health for the Perinatal Research Branch operation.
12.10 Karmanos Cancer Center. Buyer is committed to supporting Seller's historic
partnership with the Karmanos Cancer Center. To this end and as of Closing, Buyer will assume
all Contracts between Seller and Karmanos Cancer Center.
12.11 Health and Wellness Initiatives. After Closing, Buyer shall enhance current health and
wellness initiatives, community outreach and prevention programs, and quality improvement
programs of Seller.
12.12 Supplier Diversity Program. After Closing, Buyer will support fully the Supplier
Diversity Program of Seller, a copy of which is attached as Schedule 12.12, in an effort to
provide opportunities for minority-owned, women-owned, and Detroit-based businesses to work
with and provide goods and services to Buyer and the Hospitals.
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12.13 Proiect Genesis. After Closing, Buyer will support the Project Genesis summer
employment/internship program for Detroit Public High School students.
12.14 Detroit Based Systems. For a period of at least ten years after Closing, Buyer will
operate the Hospitals as a Detroit-based system, and will maintain its regional headquarters in
Detroit, Michigan.
12.1 National Support Centers. If after Closing Vanguard seeks to establish national centers
for system support services, the City of Detroit will be given a full opportunity to present to
Vanguard proposals for basing such centers in Detroit before Vanguard makes a final decision
on where to locate such centers.
12.16 Naming Conventions. After Closing, Buyer will honor all donor agreements for the
naming of buildings, facilities or programs at the Hospitals.
12.17 Annual Reporting Requirements.
(a) For at least the first six years from and after the Closing Date, on or before 60 days after
each anniversary of the Closing Date, Buyer shall prepare and deliver to DMC a written report
that describes in reasonable detail and demonstrates Buyer's performance under and compliance
with the covenants of Buyer set forth in Section 12.4. Such report will be reviewed pursuant to
the agreed upon procedures set forth in Schedule 12.17 by an independent certified public
accounting firm that is mutually acceptable to Seller and Buyer; provided, however, that such
independent certified public accounting firm will only review Buyer's compliance with Section
12 .4 . Seller (and its agents and others acting on behalf of Seller) and such independent certified
public accounting firm shall have access to the books and records of Buyer and Vanguard for
purposes of verifying the information contained in the annual report submitted by Vanguard.
(b) For at least the first ten years from and after the Closing Date, on or before 60 days after

each anniversary of the Closing Date, Buyer shall prepare and deliver to DMC a written report
that describes in reasonable detail and demonstrates Buyer's performance under and compliance
with the covenants of Buyer contained in Sections 12.2, 12.3, 12.5, 12.7 12.8, 12.9, 12.10, 12.11,
12.12, 12.13, 12.14, 12.15 and 12.16, to the extent any such covenants continue in effect during
such ten year period.
(c) During the first ten years from and after the Closing Date, Buyer shall make available to
DMC those certain reports described on Schedule 12.l 7(c), and provide copies thereof upon
DMC's request. Until such time as the information reported is publicly available, DMC shall
keep the contents of such reports confidential, in accordance with the terms of a confidentiality
agreement between DMC and Buyer on terms reasonably acceptable to each ofDMC and Buyer.
Buyer shall not be required to provide DMC such reports unless and until such confidentiality
agreement is fully executed by DMC and Buyer.
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(d) Within 30 days after the delivery of each annual report contemplated by Sections 12.17(a)
and 12.l 7(b) above, Vanguard shall make a presentation to the board of trustees ofDMC
regarding such annual reports and Vanguard's plan for and position in the Detroit, Michigan
market
12.18 Post Closing Assistance to Seller.

(a) Notwithstanding any of the other provisions of this Agreement, at any time after Closing
upon reasonable notice and during normal business hours, Buyer will make its records pertaining
to the operation of the Hospital Businesses prior to Closing available to Seller in a timely
manner. In addition, Buyer will (i) provide reasonable assistance in the gathering and providing
of financial information to Seller's accountants as reasonably requested for the preparation of
financial statements and Tax Returns for Seller and its Affiliates for periods prior to Closing and
(ii) provide such other assistance as Seller may reasonably request in the winding up of its
business and affairs as the owner and operator of the Hospital Businesses.
(b) For 12 months after the Closing Date, Buyer will provide Seller with a reasonable amount of
office space and comply with the provisions of Section 12.17(a) at no cost to Seller other than
reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses, if any. From and after the first anniversary of the
Closing Date, Seller shall reimburse Buyer for its actual reasonable costs of complying with
Section 12.17(a). Buyer shall provide such information, cooperation and assistance without
warranty of any kind to Seller, including a warranty about the reliability of the contents of such
information.
(c) Additionally and as of the Closing Date, DMC and Buyer shall enter into a Transition
Services Agreement pursuant to which Buyer will (i) employ the employees who will provide
services to DMC after Closing for up to 12 months after Closing and DMC will have the right to
utilize such employees and will reimburse Buyer for all costs and expenses incurred by Buyer in
connection with the employment of such employees (salaries, wages and benefits), (ii) at no cost
to Seller, provide ministerial services in respect of the DMC Non-ERISA 403(b) Plan at a level
currently provided by Seller, and (iii) provide such other services as DMC and Buyer may
mutually agree. The Transition Services Agreement will otherwise be upon such terms and
conditions as are mutually acceptable to DMC and Buyer.
12.19 Renaissance Subzone. During the term of the Development Agreement, VHS of
Michigan shall provide DMC with copies of any reports which VHS of Michigan provides to the
applicable Governmental Authorities under section 4 of the Development Agreement. Until such
time as the information reported is publicly available, DMC shall keep the contents of such
reports confidential, in accordance with the terms of a confidentiality agreement between DMC
and Buyer on terms reasonably acceptable to each ofDMC and Buyer. Buyer shall not be
required to provide DMC such reports unless and until such confidentiality agreement is fully
executed by DMC and Buyer. To the extent VHS of Michigan provides any legal notice under
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the Development Agreement to the Michigan Strategic Fund, VHS of Michigan shall provide
DMC a copy of any such notice. Concurrent with the Closing, DMC shall provide a notice to the
parties to the Development Agreement, with a copy to the Attorney General, which notice sets
forth the address where DMC shall thereafter receive notices from the other parties to the
Development Agreement.
12.20 Donor Restricted Funds. Buyer understands and acknowledges that Seller might seek
one or more judicial determinations that certain "donor restricted" funds held by Seller should be
re-characterized or determined to be "unrestricted" funds. To the extent the Seller is successful
in obtaining such judicial relief (and Seller provides prompt written notice to Buyer of any
judicial proceeding that is instituted prior to Closing), such funds shall continue to constitute
Exclude Assets hereunder and such funds shall not be included within the funds or balance sheet
accounts of Seller described in Section 2.5(a)(ii), and Buyer shall have no claim in respect of, or
right to receive, any such funds as of Closing or at any time thereafter.
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LegacyDMC
HOSPITAL CORE SERVICES
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April 15, 2020
Dr. Audrey Gregory
Detroit Market CEO
Executive Offices
3390 JohnR
Detroit, MI 48201
Dear Dr. Gregory
Thank you for calling-in to the recent Legacy DMC Board of Trustees meeting. As I mentioned
then, it would have been better for all ofus if you could have met the Trustees face-to-face. The
Trustees did appreciate your responses to their comments and questions, and it was clear to them
that you understand the covenants in the Purchase and Sale Agreement.
In addition to your presentation, we have reviewed the VHS of Michigan Report submitted on
March 13 th which will accompany Legacy DMC's report to the Department of the Attorney
General later this month. As we develop our report, I thought it would be worthwhile to provide
you with initial thoughts and reactions to the various issues.
1. Capital Expenditures Section (12.4)
The commitment to invest $850 million in capital improvements and replacements was
met and essentially within the prescribed timeframe. This level of commitment was
necessary to return the DMC system to stable operating levels due principally to the
underinvestment that existed for several years before the sale. This was due to years of
financial losses and inadequate cash as a result. Typically the system needed annual

expenditures of $50 million to $100 million to sustain necessary plant and equipment.
This was not done as needed creating a dire need for new investment.
After achieving this very important goal of capital investment that restored the "muscle"
of the system, Legacy has continued to monitor annual capital investment so these gains
can be retained. Legacy believes that spending less than at least $50 million annually
will not be adequate to maintain good quality properties and equipment to serve the
community as was observed back before the sale, and in fact an annual investment of at
least $70 million is needed. On average, the DMC's investment since 2016 has been
below the $50 million level.
2. Educational Mission Section (12.8)
The 2019 Report declares that the DMC has never wavered from its historic commitment
to graduate medical education. However, during 2019 the ACGME terminated the
accreditation of the neurosurgery residency program that apparently cannot be reestablished for two years and the DMC elected not to fill 78 residencies.
The loss of this prestigious program and the decline in residents obviously raise a
question of non-compliance.
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3. Research Mission Section (12.9)
The 2019 Report states that the DMC has fully complied with its commitment to support
the system's historic research mission. Legacy is unable to verify this statement. This
Board has received numerous complaints from various stakeholders reporting that the
support for the research mission has declined significantly. Legacy has asked the DMC to
provide support for its position by quantifying its spending levels and comparing them to
historic levels of support. DMC has provided no information. This is a matter of noncompliance with this covenant which states the DMC will continue the historic research
mission of the pre-sale DMC.
4. Indigent Care Section (12.2)
Legacy supports the DMC's commitment to indigent care; this is its most important
mission in this community. Legacy remains concerned about the impact on the indigent
ofDMC's continuing staff reductions, diminished investment levels, and changes to its
support of education and research.
5. No Sale of Hospitals Section (12.7)
Legacy noted the DMC's carefully worded response to this section in its report and noted
your response at the meeting about your discussions about this subject with Tenet
executives. The trustees shared with you why the outcomes of Tenet's ownership of other
academic medical centers provide cause for their concern.
Legacy provided you with a written list of its specific areas of concern prior to our meeting on
February 26th. While we discussed a number of them when we met, we still have not received
information about many of them. I again invite you to provide the additional information Legacy
requested, including as a supplement to DMC's Report. As you know, regardless of Legacy's
right, including as a party to the PSA, to monitor all aspects ofDMC's continuing compliance,
Legacy contractually is obligated to monitor and report on specifically whether DMC's Report
adequately describes in reasonable detail DMC's performance under, and compliance with, all of
its commitments under the PSA. Legacy's report will reflect the contents of the DMC's Report
and your comments at the meeting; it will also reflect Legacy's concerns as it did last year.
In the interest of filing the most accurate report possible, I am willing to meet with you again, if
you or your staff can improve my understanding.
Yours truly,

Isl
Richard Widgren
Chair
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